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Abstract— THz continuum spectral photometry has new and
unique applications in different civil and military areas presenting
a number of distinctive advantages on the well known microwaves
or mid- to near-infrared technologies. THz sensing is essential to
investigate the emission mechanisms by high energy particle
acceleration processes. Technical challenges appear to diagnose
radiation produced by solar flare burst emissions measured from
space as well as radiation produced by high energy electrons in
laboratory accelerators. THz filters and detectors have been
investigated for the construction of solar flare high cadence
radiometers to operate outside the terrestrial atmosphere.
Experimental setups have been assembled for testing THz
continuum radiation response from distinct detectors: adapted
commercial microbolometer array, pyroelectric module, and optoacoustic (Golay cell). The results permitted the final design of a
THz double radiometer using Golay cells to be flown in
stratosphere balloon missions.
Index Terms— Far IR continuum spectral photometry, THz radiometers, THz sensors, Solar THz radiation

I. INTRODUCTION
Technologies for photometry and imaging in the THz range (arbitrarily 0.1 – 30 THz) are in full
expansion for a variety of new and unique applications in different civil and military areas presenting
a number of distinctive advantages on the well known microwaves or mid- to near-infrared
technologies. THz radiation propagates well through cloth, dust and fog [1,2,3]. Sensing in this range
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is proving to be particularly useful to determine internal characteristics of materials, in the search for
drugs, mines, and explosive materials. New biological and medical THz imaging applications are far
reaching. Aerospace THz remote sensing applications include new approaches to determine
atmospheric inhomogeneities and cloud characteristics [4,5,6].
Photometry and imaging at THz frequencies have important application in the diagnostics of
radiation produced by high energy electrons, observed in laboratory accelerators [7] as well as by
thermal and non-thermal space plasmas [8,9]. Solar flare accelerates electrons to high energies. Their
radiation by synchrotron mechanism predicts intense fluxes in the far IR or THz range of frequencies
[10]. The radiometry of temperature enhancements above a pre-existent bright level - as it is the case
of flare radiation excess over the solar disk intense emission - requires the effective suppression of the
incoming visible and near-infrared (NIR) radiation. This has been accomplished with the use of a
number of THz low-pass filters [11], consisting in a combination of rough surface mirrors [12,13,14]
and commercially available membranes [15,16]. We present the performance of distinct uncooled
sensors in response to black body THz radiation for different sensors: microbolometer array,
pyroelectric module, and Golay cell.
II. TEST OF UNCOOLED THZ DETECTORS
A. Adapted microbolometer array
A custom-made detector consisted in a room-temperature vanadium oxide micro-bolometer focal
plane array (FPA) camera IRM 160A with HRFZ-Si THz window provided by INO Company,
Quebec, Canada [17]. The camera total-power response for black body temperatures ranging 3001000 K was measured at El Leoncito laboratory. A nichrome resistor, assumed as close to an ideal
black body radiator, was placed at the focus of 150 mm concave reflector to produce an image
occupying nearly 70 % of the FPA. We selected the Region Of Interest (ROI) over the area in the
frame filled by the heated resistor image. All pixels readings on the ROI were added and averaged for
every frame reading, quoted in camera reading units. Several sets of measurements were taken, for
temperatures ranging from ambient (about 290 K) to about 900 K, without any low-pass filter, and
using the two membrane low-pass filters described elsewhere [11,15,16]. One set of measurements is
summarized in Fig. 1 (a). Figure 1(b) shows another expanded set of data showing the camera
response using the Zitex G110 [15] and the TydexBlack [16] low-pass membranes.
The fluctuation of data points can be attributed to measurement uncertainties (of about ± 1 reading
unit), since they were taken with high cadence (30 frames/s). It can be noted that the camera readings
with Zitex G110 low pass filter interposed is about 20-40 reading units above the TydexBlack
readings, for the whole range of temperatures. This effect was repeatedly observed for all series of
measurements. It might correspond to the fraction of power in the visible-NIR transmitted by Zitex
G110 [11].
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Fig. 1 - The response of INO IRM 160A camera FPA with HRFZ-Si window to black body radiation: (a) for the whole
spectrum and through the low-pass membranes filters for the THz spectral contribution. (b) Independent expanded plot for
TydexBlack low-pass filter. The output ordinates are in ADC camera reading units.

The substantial reduction in the camera response to black body temperature changes when
interposing the low-pass membranes proves their effectiveness in the readings increase suppressing
the visible and NIR radiation. Indeed the predicted ratio of power increase for a black body heated
about 100 K, at the 700 K level, for the whole main spectrum (λ > 0.5 µm) in comparison to the THz
part of the spectrum (λ > 15 µm ) is close to 60. This might be compared to ratio of about 40 between
the camera ROI readings increase in that range compared to with the membrane low-pass filters.
The camera scale of about 25 K per reading unit (± 1 reading unit) was too large to allow any
measurable differences when adding one resonant metal mesh band-pass filter [18].
B. Pyroelectric detector module
The pyroelectric modular detector made by Spectrum Detector Inc. [19], model SPH65-THz, was
tested at the laboratory of the Center for Semiconductor Components (CCS), State University of
Campinas. The setup utilised a standard laboratory Newport model 67030 black body source with a
build-in wheel chopper, set at 20 Hz. The detector response to black body temperatures is shown in
Fig. 2 for open conditions (responding to the visible – THz range) and for low-pass membranes
interposed.

Fig. 2 - The Spectrum Detector SPH65-THz pyroelectric module peak-to-peak mV response to black body temperatures for
open conditions and with low-pass membrane filters interposed: Zitex G110 and TydexBlack, which are expanded in Fig. 3.
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The pyroelectric sensor response to blackbody temperature variations was considerably better
defined, compared to the microbolometer array response. The detector readings with Zitex G110 lowpass filter are larger than the readings with TydexBlack, increasing with temperatures (see left panel
in Fig. 3). This effect might correspond to the fraction of power in the visible-NIR transmitted by
Zitex G110 [11]. The small proportion of power allowed through with the use of the low-pass filter is
consistent with the efficient suppression of visible and NIR radiation. Transmission tests were
performed by adding a 2 THz metal mesh band-pass filter [18]. For higher temperatures there were
indications on power reduction, qualitatively consistent with the expected band-pass. The measured
output, however, was close to the output reading fluctuations, preventing the reliable reading of
several data points, for different temperatures.

Fig. 3 - Expanded scale peak-to-peak mV response for the Spectrum Detector SPH65-THz pyroelectric module to black
body temperatures with low-pass membrane filters interposed: Zitex G110 and TydexBlack.

C. The opto-acoustic detector (Golay cell)
The performance of the Tydex model GC-1P Golay cell sensor [20] was investigated on similar
conditions. The first set of measurements was carried out at Tydex Company, using a standard black
body, 2 mm diameter diaphragm in front of the extended black body source and a wheel chopper.
Filters and diaphragm were interposed in front of the Golay cell. We report here the measurements
taken with the diaphragm close to the detector, chopper frequency of 20 Hz.
A 2 THz band-pass resonant metal mesh filter, fabricated separately [18], was added to the lowpass membrane filter, producing the nearly linear response shown in Fig. 4. The reduction in detector
outputs for low-pass filter (frequencies < 15 THz) and for band-pass filter added (2 ± 0.2 THz) to the
low-pass filter are consistent with the spectral power reduction in the respective band. The sensitivity
of the Golay cell can be further increased with the use of the input photon collecting cone and/or by
adding a small reflecting aperture.
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(c)

Fig. 4 - The Tydex GC-1P opto-acoustic detector (Golay cell) response to black body temperature variations through a 2 mm
aperture. (a) No filter interposed. (b) TydexBlack low-pass filter interposed and (c) with low-pass filter TydexBlack and 2
THz metal mesh band-pass filter interposed.

III.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The detection of black body THz radiation has been tested for microbolometer focal plane array,
pyroelectric module, and opto-acoustic detector (Golay cell). The Golay cell exhibited superior
sensitivity for the detection of weak power fraction enhancement as a function of temperature
variations as measured with a band-pass of ± 10% centered at the THz frequency. The results obtained
in this study provided the necessary parameters needed for the design of a THz radiometer intended
for solar flare observations from a space platform.
A double THz solar radiometer system is currently being developed to operate at center frequencies
of 3 and 7 THz, which concept design is shown in Figure 5. It was provisionally named SOLAR-T
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[21]. The Golay cell sensor is preceded by a tuning fork resonant chopper. The incoming solar signal
passes by a photon concentrator consisting in a Cassegrain aperture optics that forms the solar disk
image with a linear size smaller than the Golay cell sensitive sensor size (i.e., smaller than about 5
mm). The reflectors’ surfaces are roughened [14] in order to diffuse most of the visible and near IR
thermal radiation (i.e. for λ≤ 20 µ). The windows at the vertices of the reflectors consist of a sandwich
of a plate with good THz transmission (such as TPX), a low pass membrane filter (λ ≥20 µ) made of
Zitex G110 and TydexBlack membranes [11] and resonant metal mesh band-pass filters [18] with
center frequencies at 3 and 7 THz (± 10% bandwidth) .

Fig. 5 – Concept design of the double 3 and 7 THz solar radiometer system, provisionally called SOLAR-T [21] to be flown
in three stratosphere balloon long duration flights over USA, Antarctica and Russia. The left panel shows the two
Cassegrain telescopes (70 mm in diameter) with roughened primary mirrors. The two Golay cells and electronics box are
seen from the top. The right panel shown the input filters sandwich made of the band-pass resonant metal mesh filter
(centered at 3 and 7 THz) plus the low-pass membrane filter plus the THz TPX window [21]

The THz radiometers’ SOLAR-T system is planned to be flown in long duration flights over Russia
(about one week) sometime between 2013-2016[21], in a cooperation with Moscow Lebedev Physics
Institute, and on USA and Antarctica (about two weeks circumnavigation), in 2012 and 2013,
respectively, in cooperation with University of California, Berkeley, together with their GRIPS
gamma-ray experiment [22].
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